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Germany's BMW i Ventures has announced a lead investment in electric vehicle startup HeyCharge.

HeyCharge provides EV charging stations in apartment complexes, office buildings and additional locations. In
announcing the investment, BMW is recognizing the unique benefits of the startup.

"The rapid growth of the electric vehicle market in coming years will necessitate greater infrastructure build-out of
charging solutions around the globe," said Kasper Sage, managing partner at BMW i Ventures, in a statement.

"HeyCharge is the first company to enable EV-charging without internet connection, which is a key enabler to cover
untapped white-spots," he said. "With HeyCharge's technology, it becomes attractive to install chargers in locations
that before would have not been commercially viable."

Charged up
Several EV chargers require an internet connection or app, posing a challenge for drivers as many underground
garages do not have strong, if any, internet access.

Chris Card, the founder and CEO of HeyCharge recognized this issue, as thus put forth an app with its patent-pending
technology SecureChange, which eliminates the need for a charging station's on-site internet connection. When
combined with its hardware component, Access Point, HeyCharge can help reduce total costs up to 80 percent in
buildings.
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The founders  of HeyCharge, Robert Lasowski (and Chris  Card. Image credit: BMW

"In addition to our full wallbox, the HeyCharge Access Point is a bring your own wallbox device that places the bare
minimum for access control and consumption invoicing on the building side, allowing for a fast and easy
installation that can be made by any electrician in minutes," Mr. Carde said in a statement.

"We are excited to use this investment to scale our product globally and bring low-cost charging options to
consumers."

With drivers, experts and beyond anticipating that the future will recolve around electric vehicles, several brands are
polishing their offerings.

Last year, German automaker Mercedes-Benz introduced its new EQ lineup of electric vehicles to the U.S. market
through several nationwide interactive initiatives.

The experience included pop-up brand centers in New York and California, as well as a 20-city test drive tour, where
customers will had the opportunity to drive the new 2022 EQS sedan. The first of three brand centers has opened in
New York, where customers can learn more about the brand's commitments to electrification (see story).
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